Medical Document Services

Medical Transcription Service
Billing & Revenue Cycle Management
Azalea Health EHR, PM, RCM
Azalea Health Pre-Cert Service
Clinical Documentation Made Easy

“MDS keeps an “eye” on industry standards.”

MDS of Kansas’ web-based solution lets providers review, edit, print and even e-sign
their reports from their own offices, while allowing staff to monitor the workflow for up
to hundreds of providers, all from one screen. Now it’s incredibly easy to see which reports have been dictated, where each report is in the transcription process, and which
notes have been reviewed and signed.

SERVICE EXCELLENCE
Medical Transcription Services
Traditional dictation, web-based digital
dictation, and EHR narrative integration.

WEB SOLUTIONS—WebChartMD
- Dictate via iPhone App,
toll-fee, local phone or digital recorder.
- Edit, print, search, e-sign,
auto-fax, auto-print and
more – all from your
online account.
- PHI Protection: WebChart
MD© provides a HIPAA-compliant environment
- Interface into your EHR, PACs, or RIS
system. Ask us how!
- Quick turnaround time means ontime dictation! We are achieving “real
time” transcribing (same-day).

MISSION STATEMENT
“We believe that improved health data
management is a major foundational
pillar of improved patient care. MDS
is dedicated to high standards and use
of best practices in providing health
information documentation solutions
to clients.”

Medical Transcription Service
Specialist in Medical Transcription &
EHR narrative integration
MDS of Kansas, LLC, prides itself in providing state-of-the-art solutions for
all medical documentation needs. For more than twenty-five years we’ve
held a high standard of quality in medical transcription and have achieved
an excellent reputation of leadership in our region. Our emphasis continues to be on producing quality medical transcription at competitive rates.
Quality assurance (QA) at MDS is what sets us apart from other medical
transcription services and medical record businesses. Because we believe
that accurate, legible patient health records are a foundational pillar of
every healthcare practice, we strongly support the conversion to electronic health records (EHR). This process begins with quality patient care,
HIPAA compliance, accurate billing, and complete and factual patient
health records. More importantly, these health care records support risk
management, reduce costly medical coding and insurance filing, and
speed payment turnaround time.
The outlook is clear: To consistently provide outstanding medical
transcription service at competitive rates for all of our healthcare
clients! Our goal is to redefine
“service excellence” in medical
documentation that meets and
exceeds industry standards.

North Platte OB/GYN, PC (North
Platte, NE)
“The physicians are very pleased with
the timeliness and quality of service
received from MDS of Kansas. On occasion we have needed a transcription
immediately, and when called the transcriptionists have been fantastic in completing the transcription and calling us
when the transcription is completed. I
would not hesitate to recommend MDS
of Kansas to anyone needing their services. Thank you for all you do and your
outstanding service.” Diane, MBA

“MDS—helping physicians capture their patient’s whole story.”

Billing Services
Revenue Cycle Management
MDS is excited to be game-changer in the RCM industry!

Azalea Health—Simple Solutions


AZALEA EHR



AZALEA EMR



AZALEA PM



AZALEA RCM



AZALEA
PRE-CERT





AZALEA PATIENT

Aubuchon explains, “The specificity of documentation in the health
record significantly impacts the administrative and financial side of
a practice.”
Because time, money and resources are valuable assets, MDS’ RCM Services provide the right solution. We have certified, expert billing and
coding staff to handle all operations of a patient encounter, securely
and accurately. Our software dashboard provides a process and visibility
in real time, at the point of care.

PORTAL

Free EHR with Azalea RCM—ask us how. All work kept in the USA!

AZALEA MOBILE

Increased collections
Reduced overhead
Direct deposit of reimbursements
Electronic claims submission
Patient invoicing
Fee schedule analysis
Collections management

HEALTH


Cash flow is the lifeline of medical facilities and hospitals. MDS offers
premium Revenue Cycle Management, billing services, and EHR solutions to its clients.

AZALEA
TELEHEALTH

Denials Management—we work denials!
Decreased staffing concerns
Detailed billing reports
Reimbursement accounting
Medical coding services
Advanced claim audit tools
Clearinghouse setup services

Our staff and software support team have a combined 20+ years in billing
service analysis, RCM, and business operations and review. Our experience
in healthcare documentation with state-specific billing rules and regulations
set us apart from others in the industry.

Wichita Trauma & Surgical Critical Care
Associates, LLC (Wichita, KS)
“I have been very pleased with the decision to
move my billing services to MDS. This type of
change can be daunting, and often disastrous.
The staff at MDS proved a seamless transition,
and have been able to increase my receivables
significantly. They diligently work denials, and
my A/R is in the best shape it’s ever been. I
highly recommend MDS for billing services.

Partnering with CT Consultants, utilizing more than 30 years experience!
EHR/EMR | Billing | Payroll | Accounts Payable | Collection | IT
Analyze Processes | HIPAA Compliance
We understand medical
records; we have been
doing your medical
transcription for more
than 25 years.

We KNOW our business!

“MDS—clinical documentation made easy.”

What Our Clients Say
Cancer Center of Kansas, PA (Wichita, KS)
“Donella and her staff at MDS are very conscientious about
their job performance and very responsive to our
needs. They have always been able to assist our in-house
staff with keeping current on transcription. They have a
very good work product and it is completed in a timely
manner. I would highly recommend the transcription services of MDS.” Brad, CFO

Wichita Trauma & Surgical Critical Care Associates, LLC
(Wichita, KS)
“I have been very pleased with the decision to move my
billing services to MDS. This type of change can be
daunting, and often disastrous. The staff at MDS proved a
seamless transition, and have been able to increase my receivables significantly. They diligently work denials, and my
A/R is in the best shape it’s ever been. I highly recommend
MDS for billing services.”

North Platte OB/GYN, PC (North Platte, NE)
“The physicians are very pleased with the timeliness and quality of service received from MDS of
Kansas. On occasion we have need a transcription immediately, and when called the transcriptionists have been fantastic in completing the
transcription and calling us when the transcription is completed. I would not hesitate to recommend MDS of Kansas to anyone needing
their services. Thank you for all you do and your
outstanding service.” Diane, MBA

”.....my A/R is in the best shape it’s ever been.”

Dwight L. Lindholm, MD | Board Certified Child Neurologist
“Our office has used MDS for transcription services for several years. We are very happy with their service as they tend
to our STAT needs most efficiently. Earlier this year, we chose to change our Practice Management software to Azalea
Health PM. We find the software very easy to use, and the training has been excellent. We are beginning the transition
with the EHR software and know that MDS will be with us all the way. I would recommend MDS without reservation for
transcription and Azalea for their cloud based PM & EHR.” LaTonia, Office Manager

MDS of Kansas, LLC, (MDS) founded in January,
1991 by Donella Aubuchon, is well known as a
premier provider of high-quality medical transcription and document services. MDS is a
medical document service company located in the
heart of the Midwest providing healthcare billing
services, medical transcription services, EHR software and narrative integration; in addition, MDS
has education programs for medical scribes.
Ms. Aubuchon's entrepreneurial spirit has led to an
outstanding company and expansion into new areas of service in the healthcare documentation industry.

“Donella is honest and straightforward in her business dealings, and has hand-shake integrity.”

MDS of Kansas, LLC
241 N. Hillside
Wichita, KS 67214
(877) 777-7264 ph
(316)616-2095 fax
www.mdsofkansas.com

“MDS—we make EHR more productive.”

